PES Outstanding Chapter Awards for Large and Small Chapters for the 2010 program year:

**Large Chapter Winner:** Boston **[Chapter Chair: Bryan Gwyn]** - $1000
Runner Up - Madras **[Chapter Chair: K. V. Rupchand]** - $250
Runner Up - New York **[Chapter Chair: William F. Montgomery]** - $250
Runner Up - Queensland **[Chapter Chair: Tapan Kumar Saha]** - $250

**Small Chapter Winner:** Richland **[Chapter Chair: Yousu Chen]** - $1000
Runner Up - Delhi **[Chapter Chair: Mini Thomas]** - $250
Runner Up - Long Island **[Chapter Chair: Matthew Nissen]** - $250
Runner Up - Singapore **[Chapter Chair: Tan Teck Lee]** - $250
Runner Up - Western Saudi Arabia **[Chapter Chair: Bander Allaf]** - $250

**2010 Membership Contest Winners:**
Large Chapters category >100 members:
First Place: Santa Clara Chapter 17% **[Chapter Chair: James Alvers]** - $1000
Second Place: Twin Cities Chapter 12% **[Chapter Chair: Michael Jensen]** - $500
Third Place: Connecticut Chapter 11% **[Chapter Chair: George Berntsen]** - $250

For the Small Chapter category <= 100 members:
First Place: Kerala Chapter 73% **[Chapter Chair: Muhammed Kasim]** - $1000
Second Place: Columbia Chapter 54% **[Chapter Chair: Renato Cespedes]** - $500
Third Place: Kolkata and Western Saudi Arabia Chapters 40% **[Chapter Chairs: S. Chakravorti & B. Allaf]** - each $250

**2011 Website Contest Winners:**
First Place: Malaysia Chapter **[Izham Z Abidin, CC / Md P bin Abdullah, Webmaster]** - $1000
Second Place: Austin Chapter **[Don Drumtra CC/ Jacob Forbes Webmaster]** - $500
Third Place: Atlanta Chapter **[Sadel Fetic, CC/ Greg Henry, Webmaster]** - $250
Baltimore Chapter **[Joshua Skillman - CC/Webmaster]** - $250
Macedonia Chapter **[Snezana Cundeva, CC/Webmaster]** - $250

**2010 PES Chapter Awards for High Performing Chapter Program (HPCP):**
- New York Chapter - $970 (R1)
- Long Island Chapter - $880 (R1)
- North Jersey Chapter - $740 (R1)
- Boston Chapter - $660 (R1)
- Worcester - $200 (R1)
- Baltimore Chapter - $890 (R2)
- Pittsburgh Chapter - $810 (R2)
- Columbus Chapter - $600 (R2)
- Florida West Coast Chapter - $860 (R3)
- Hampton Roads Chapter – $800 (R3)
- Alabama Chapter - $650 (R3)
- Twin Cities Chapter - $500 (R4)
- Chicago Chapter - $400 (R4)
- Austin Chapter - $660 (R5)
- Rio Grande Valley - $300 (R5)
- Richland Chapter - $920 (R6)
Phoenix Chapter - $910 (R6)
Vancouver Chapter - $870 (R7)
Ottawa Chapter - $750 (R7)
London Chapter - $300 (R7)
Western Saudi Arabia - $940 (R8)
Greece Chapter - $840 (R8)
Republic of Macedonia - $760 (R8)
Croatia Chapter - $650 (R8)
Czechoslovakian Chapter - $500 (R8)
Sweden Chapter - $500 (R8)
Uruguay Chapter - $900 (R9)
Costa Rica Chapter - $880 (R9)
Peru Chapter - $800 (R9)
Morelos Chapter - $730 (R9)
Peru Chapter - $720 (R9)
Chile Chapter - $680 (R9)
Panama Chapter - $680 (R9)
Argentina Chapter - $300 (R9)
Honduras Chapter - $300 (R9)
Nicaragua Chapter - $300 (R9)
Hyderabad Chapter - $980 (R10)
Kolkata Chapter - $970 (R10)
Singapore Chapter - $960 (R10)
Queensland Chapter - $870 (R10)
Delhi Chapter - $850 (R10)
Malaysia Chapter - $760 (R10)
Thailand Chapter - $750 (R10)
Madres Chapter - $580 (R10)
Hong Kong Chapter - $400 (R10)
Nanjing Chapter - $200 (R10)
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